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Understanding the oVio360™  
Digital Identification System 

 

 

Like any security technology, biometrics must adapt to newly 
emerging threats and evolving capabilities. The oVio360™ system 

stands out from the crowd by creating a 360° “living” profile that can 
capture multiple biometrics while dramatically improving the 

accuracy of real-time facial recognition specifically. Here’s what 
extensive testing of the system has found. 
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oVio360™ utilizes unique and innovative techniques to 
capture, store and analyze multiple forms of biometric data, 
particularly improving facial recognition accuracy. 
 
 

oVio360™ is a comprehensive 
biometrics system. 

 
The system can capture, store and retrieve 
significantly stronger and more effective images for 
facial recognition and other, additional forms of 
biometric data simultaneously, e.g. iris scanning, voice 
print recognition, traditional ten-digit fingerprints.1  
 
oVio360™ brings facial recognition to near-3D while 
potentially incorporating additional biometric 
identifiers simultaneously. The system creates “living” 
profiles that allow users to view suspects as they 
would encounter them in real-life situations. Three 
dimensional and near-3D face image models can help 
compensate for – or entirely overcome – the 
challenges inherent in achieving highly accurate face 
recognition in real-time video monitoring systems. As 
researchers undertaking a survey of facial recognition 
technologies wrote in Informatics Engineering Journal, 
“Use of three-dimensional face image models … will 
help solve the problem of occlusion, pose variance and 
illumination issues caused by video frame’s poor 
quality.”i  
 
At present, no one has the technology to do a true 3D 
face model. The oVio360™ system, however, can 
effectively duplicate having 360 cameras in a 7.5-foot 
footprint (see Figure 2). 

 
1 Iris scanning and voice recording integration expected Q4 2017 

oVio360™ works simply, with minimal 
operator input required. 

 
Thankfully, technological advances do not necessarily 
mean more complex operation. 
 
During capture, the subject stands stationary within 
the frame while the cameras spin around the subject. 
Using a global shutter, one-inch sensor, oVio360 
creates 360 separate 2K stills and transcodes them 
virtually in real-time into a 360°, 12 second video 
(Figure 2). The 2-camera video monitor centering 
system is unique enough to have patent protection in 
37 countries and counting. 
 
The system captures additional reference information 
that expands the possible scope of identification to 
include other unique identifying features, such as ear 
structure. Unlike traditional facial recognition or any 
other form of biometric, oVio360™ creates a “dynamic 
image file” that creates a living representation of each 
subject and can potentially integrate a full 
complement of biometric data (see figure 3). 
 
As oVio Technologies’ databases incorporate facial 
photographs, iris scans and voice recognition data, 
they can supplement (and even supplant) current 
near-exclusive reliance on fingerprint databases like 
IDENT. 

 

Figure 1. Comparison of common biometric identifiers.  
 

 Fingerprinting Iris (Eye) Scanning Traditional Facial 
Recognition oVio360™ 

Capturing and 
comparing: 

Fingerprint 
patterns 

Iris patterns Flat, 2D facial 
patterns 

Full rotation of 
facial/head patterns 

Enrollment time: Avg. 3-4 minutes Avg. 2 minutes Avg. 3 minutes Avg. 12 seconds 
False positive rate 0-8% < 1% 0.3-5% <2% 

False negative rate 0.2-36% 1.9-6% 3.3-70% <10% 
Availability/Usage High Low Moderate New technology 

Source: GlobalSecurity.org and oVio Technologies, Inc. 
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Extensive testing has found improved accuracy with the 
oVio360™ system, though further testing is needed to 
continue to validate its initial success rates. 
 
 

Many factors can cause traditional 
facial recognition systems to struggle.  

 
Facial recognition systems based on traditional 
machine learning algorithms can struggle with issues 
including: 
 
• Facial expression; 
• Illumination/lighting; 
• Occlusion (e.g., scarf or mask);   
• Variations due to aging or changed features; 

and/or 
• Scaling factor (including both the size of each 

image and the total number of images used for 
comparison).ii 

  
Variant angles present another serious challenge; 
however, with a larger number of extracted images at 
more angles (see Figure 2), oVio360™ is more likely to 
be able to correctly identify a subject at an odd angle, 
thus yielding a higher percentage of identification.  
 
Specifically, most facial recognition software 
algorithms today are unable to recognize subjects 
beyond the frontal view of forward-facing images. 
Some limitations include only accepting yaw angles 
between +/- 20⁰ from the center of the face; any 
images captured beyond the +/-20⁰ are not detected. 
By contrast, oVio360™ images compared to traditional 
forward-facing enrollment imagery have seen a 68% 
performance gain in match confidence. 
 
 

Multiple testing scenarios have found 
superior accuracy with oVio360™. 

 
These performance gains have been validated using 
reference files of 360 transcoded images generated by 
oVio360™ against single-image reference models. 
Specifically, an “unknown” image (e.g., a stand-in for 
security camera footage) was tested against a 
traditional gallery of single-image reference photos 
and against a gallery of oVio360™ reference images in 
a series of testing scenarios (see Appendix). The oVio 
reference gallery significantly outperformed the single 
reference image in match confidence at all angles, 
which represents an enormous performance gain at 
wider yaw angles (see Figure 3).  
 
These tests used popular facial recognition software 
(Microsoft Cognitive Services, Cognitec, and Herta) 
and a database of 1,000 random distractor faces. The 
standard facial recognition test consists of matching 
an angled probe image against one or multi-angled 
images, and well as the reverse: multi-angled images 
against a single probe image. Our test studies were 
meticulously set up to measure and compare results 
of performance gains, with each testing scenario 
designed to rule out situations where a probe image 
may be used to identify someone from a large 
“gallery” database. In other words, the tests are 
designed to replicate real-world situations where the 
user needs high match confidence, evaluating 
between, for example, a driver’s license versus an 
oVio360™ image, or between a passport photo versus 
an angled candid probe image of a suspect.   
 

Next steps: Further testing is needed to 
refine our understanding of 

performance in real-world conditions. 
 
oVio Technologies, Inc. actively enlists prominent 
software companies that are available today to do 
facial recognition testing with their large database of 
reference images.  

Match confidence with oVio360™ 
always outperformed facial 

recognition with a traditional ID 
image, with monumentally higher 

confidence at more extreme angles. 
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The internal testing sequences generated some 
unexpected results that fuel the need for additional 
and more extensive testing.  
 
For instance, probe image quality has historically been 
very low in resolution; the resolution for CCTV 
surveillance cameras is even lower, with pixilation. In 
Test Case #10 (see Appendix), the 2K resolution 
oVio360™ image of the subject was compared to 5 
lower quality images of the same image and subject.  
The image quality was set at 90%, 80%, 70%, 60% and 
40%. All 5 images were matched against the same 
oVio360™ 100% quality profile image. Surprisingly, the 
lower resolution images (40%, 50%, 60%, etc.) had a 
higher percentage match rate than the 2K resolution 
oVio360™ profile image, even with its 100% image 
quality. Most facial recognition software programs 
don’t compute all the high-quality data given, and the 
match confidence leans in favor of the lower quality 
images. There may be other factors involved, but 
further testing is needed. 
 
False positives – that is, the misidentification of 
someone that has similar features but is not actually 
the target subject – are another major concern.  Tools 
that allow custom settings to face-size and camera 
distance help eliminate false positives on detection.  In 

Test Case #11 (see Appendix), 180 oVio360™ images 
of same subject were set as “probe” images against a 
gallery of 1,000 distractor images that included the 
same subjects Driver’s License, Passport photo, and 
candid surveillance photos (with no oVio360™ images 
in this gallery). The facial recognition software 
successfully matches the probe images of the same 
subjects’ photos. In fact, not once was the subject 
misidentified as someone else in the database of 
1,000 distractor images. However, that extremely 
promising result needs to be thoroughly tested with a 
database of 50,000+ distractor faces to hold more 
validation.  
 

oVio360™ also offers extensive (and 
extensible) flexibility to meet a variety 
of end-user needs.  
 
Beyond match confidence and accuracy metrics, the 
oVio360™ can also capture other biometric data, 
including:  
 
• Voice recording; 

 
• 3D Infrared depth scanner.  
 

 
Figure 3. oVio shows much greater match confidence rates, especially at wider yaw angles.  

 

 

 
Figure 2. Performance comparison between traditional single reference image and oVio360™ reference images. 
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oVio360™ always, at every yaw 
angle, improved upon and 

outperformed facial recognition 
with a traditional ID image. 

 

 
 
These additional identifiers are already in oVio’s 
product roadmap; and the system could also make 
other unique biometrics accessible as well. For 
example, as mentioned, ears are a surprisingly unique 
identifier whose reference points cannot be caught by 
forward-facing photography but can be included in an 
oVio360™ reference file. 
 
Finally, customizable metadata can make image files 
more useful for Customs and Border Patrol (CBP) and 
other law enforcement organizations, as any number 
of identifiers or embedded data can be added specific 
to their needs. That can include information like 
demographics and physical descriptors (tattoos) that 
can be added and searched later with that criteria, e.g. 
“bird tattoo on neck.”  
 

Making oVio360™ easily and securely 
accessible through an included Asset 
Management Application. 
 
The device comes packaged with an asset 
management application (oVio Workshop) that can be 

deployed either via local server or via the secure oVio 
Technologies cloud. Regardless of infrastructure, 
Workshop allows fast retrieval and access of images. It 
also offers a very robust permission set so that user 
organizations can provision permissions across many 
different users and departments. Organizations can 
then flexibly provide or share access to any number of 
people or other government agencies, all built into the 
asset manager. The system also works with third-party 
platforms and software using open REST APIs. The 
flexibility is there for organizations to do whatever 
they want to with it. 
 

oVio360™ meets government mandates 
while fielding real-world constraints. 

 
Altogether, oVio360™ presents a cost-effective 
system that offers accuracy at scale, platform 
flexibility, rapid (and comprehensive) capture and 
enrollment, global accessibility and interoperability 
that enables real-time law enforcement responses to 
high risk alerts. The reality is that high-risk scenarios 
will never be fully eliminated, and the steps required 
to even just minimize risks may not be politically 
feasible; citizens would not tolerate a total lock-down 
of public spaces the way they accept it in airport 
boarding areas, for example. Combined with the 
limitations of traditional biometric technology, 
governments have faced an uphill battle in using these 
unique identifiers to successfully thwart crime and 
security threats. Now, the oVio360™ system offers a 
way for government and law enforcement agencies to 
deploy an effective and accurate system to secure 
public safety, even in dynamic and volatile settings. 

Appendix: Testing Scenarios & Findings 
Case 

# 
Probe vs 
Gallery 

Gallery 
Detail 

Microsoft 
Cognitive Cognitec Herta Notes 

Test 
Case 

1 

Single oVio 90° 

VS 

Single oVio 90° 
Image 

1000 random 
faces including 

the oVio 
probe image 
against itself 

 

Single oVio – 
100% 

Single oVio – 
100% 

Single oVio – 
100% Matching to itself will always be 100% 

Test 
Case 

2 

Single oVio 90° 

VS 

Same subject 
that is not 

probe 

1000 random 
faces including 

oVio image 
that is NOT 
the probe 

oVio 90° - 
99.99% 

oVio image 
not probe – 

99.94% 

oVio 90° - 
100% 

oVio 80 – 
99.99% 

oVio 70° - 
97.70% 

oVio 90° - 
(Smile) – 100% 

oVio 90° - 
(Repose) – 

81% 

iPhone 90° - 
48% 

MC- oVio 90 vs another oVio image of 
same subject still resulted in 99.9% 

match 

 

C – oVio images with angles pulling 
away from center resulted in higher 

match rate 
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Case 
# 

Probe vs 
Gallery 

Gallery 
Detail 

Microsoft 
Cognitive Cognitec Herta Notes 

 

H – oVio 90 repose probe image against 
same subject except subject is smiling 
still identifies in high matching rate. 

Test 
Case 

3 

Single oVio 90° 
vs iPhone image 
of same subject 

1000 random 
faces including 

an iPhone 
image of same 

subject 

oVio 90° - 
100% 

oVio 45° - 72% 

iPhone 90° - 
71% 

iPhone 135° - 
65% 

oVio 90° - 
100% 

oVio 80° - 
99.99% 

oVio 70° - 
97.70% 

iPhone 90° - 
92% 

iPhone 135° - 
75% 

oVio 90° 
(Repose) – 

100% 

oVio 90° 
(Smile) – 82% 

iPhone 90° - 
48% 

oVio images vs database including 
iPhone image.  Results show as to be 

expected.  iPhone images are identified 
from database against oVio 90 probe 

image of subject. 

Test 
Case 

4 

Single iPhone 
90° 

VS 

Single iPhone 
90° 

1000 random 
faces including 

the probe 
image itself. 

iPhone 90° - 
99.99% 

iPhone 135° - 
99.74% 

oVio 80° - 94% 

oVio 90° - 92% 

oVio 70° - 86% 

oVio 45° - 
71.61% 

 

iPhone 90° - 
99.99% 

iPhone 135°-
99.74% 

oVio 80° - 94% 

oVio 90° - 92% 

oVio 70° - 86% 

 

iPhone 90° - 
100% 

oVio 90° Smile 
– 69% 

oVio 90° 
Repose – 52% 

Matching to itself will always be 100% 

Test 
Case 

5 

Single iPhone 
90° 

VS 

Single oVio 90° 

1000 random 
faces including 
front on oVio 

image of same 
subject 

oVio 90° - 
99.99% 

oVio iPhone 
90° - 91% 

iPhone 90° - 
99.99% 

oVio 90° - 92% 

iPhone 90° - 
100% 

oVio 90° - 
Smile – 69% 

oVio 90° 
Repose – 52% 

iPhone 90° image vs database with oVio 
image using iPhone as the probe.  We 
still get matching results with oVio 90° 

image 

Test 
Case 

6 

Single iPhone 
90° 

VS  

Single oVio 
image at 

different angles 

1000 random 
faces including 
oVio image of 
same subject 
at different 

angles 

oVio 90° - 
99.99% 

oVio 80° - 
99.99% 

oVio 70° - 
99.91% 

iPhone 90° - 
91% 

iPhone 90° - 
99.99% 

iPhone 135° - 
99.74% 

oVio 80° - 94% 

oVio 90° - 92% 

oVio 70% - 
86% 

oVio 80° - 94% 

oVio 90° 
(Smile) – 71% 

iPhone 90° - 
58% 

iPhone 90° image vs database with oVio 
image. 

MC- oVio images at different angles are 
better than iPhone by almost 9% 

C -Pretty high matching percentage 
when compared to iPhone images 

H- oVio images matched better than 
the iPhone probe image 

Test 
Case 

7 

All oVio images 
of same subject 

VS 

oVio single 
image (repose) 

1000 random 
faces including 

oVio probe 
repose image 
against itself 

oVio 90° 
(Repose) – 

99.99% 

oVio 90° – 
99.99% 

oVio 90° - 
100% Matching to itself will always be 100% 

Test 
Case 

8 

All oVio images 
of same subject 

VS 

oVio single 
image (smile) 

1000 random 
faces including 

oVio probe 
smile image 
against itself 

oVio 90° 
(Repose) – 

99.99 

oVio 90° 
(Smile Grey) – 

87% 

oVio 90° 
(Smile Black) – 

85% 

 

oVio 90° - 
99.99% 

oVio 90° 
(Smile)- 
99.32% 

oVio 90° - 
100% 

oVio 90° 
(Smile) – 81% 

All 180 images against oVio 90° Smile 
VS Repose 

MC – oVio 90° Probe is better than 
smiling oVio 90° by 12%. There is a grey 

or black backdrop comparison too 

C – Difference between smiling and 
non-smiling is 0.6% 

H- Difference between smiling and non-
smiling is 19% 
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Case 
# 

Probe vs 
Gallery 

Gallery 
Detail 

Microsoft 
Cognitive Cognitec Herta Notes 

Test 
Case 

9 

All oVio images 
of single subject 

VS 

iPhone image 

1000 random 
faces including 

a single 
iPhone image 
of the same 

subject 

oVio 90° 
(Repose) – 

99.99% 

oVio 90° 
(Smile Grey) – 

87% 

iPhone 90° - 
73% 

iPhone 135° - 
70% 

oVio 90° - 
99.99% 

oVio 90° 
(Smile) - 
99.32% 

iPhone 90° - 
91.17% 

iPhone 135° - 
81.77% 

oVio 90° 
(Smile) – 100% 

oVio 90° - 81% 

iPhone 90° - 
61% 

All 180 images against oVio 90° VS 
iPhone 

All results proved oVio 90° images are 
better matched than iPhone 90° images 

Test 
Case 

10 

oVio images set 
at image quality 
(IQ) level 60, 70 

& 80 

1000 random 
faces including 

90° oVio 
image at 

image quality 
levels 60, 70 & 

80 

 

oVio 90° -(IQ 
90) – 89% 

oVio 90° -(IQ 
80) – 91% 

oVio 90° -(IQ 
70) – 89% 

oVio 90° -(IQ 
60) – 90.2% 

oVio 90° -(IQ 
40) – 90.1% 

 

oVio 90° -(IQ 
90) – 99.94% 

oVio 90° -(IQ 
80) – 99.91% 

oVio 90° -(IQ 
70) – 99.95% 

oVio 90° -(IQ 
60) – 99.92% 

oVio 90° -(IQ 
40) – 99.97% 

oVio 90° -(IQ 
90) – 80% 

oVio 90° -(IQ 
80) – 79% 

oVio 90° -(IQ 
70) – 82% 

oVio 90° -(IQ 
60) – 83% 

oVio 90° -(IQ 
40) – 83% 

Image Quality was set at different levels 
but with same subject.  The oVio 90° 

image for each video rotation as 
extracted of same subject.  Surprisingly 

the lower the quality, the better the 
matching rate against oVio 90° probe 

image. 

Test 
Case 

11 
False Positives 

180 images of 
subject vs 

1000 random 
faces including 

oVio 90° 
(Repose) 

oVio 90° - 
100% 

oVio 90° - 
100% 

oVio 90° - 
100% Matching itself will always be 100% 

  

180 images of 
subject vs 

1000 random 
faces including 

oVio 90° 
(Smile) 

oVio 90° Smile 
-87.95% 

oVio 90° Smile 
-99.90% 

oVio 90° Smile 
-88% 

oVio 90° smiling vs all 180 oVio repose 
angles. Still shows match to subject but 

huge difference in matching % using 
MC & Herta. 

  

180 images of 
subject vs 

1000 random 
faces including 

single DL 
image of same 

subject 

N/A N/A 
Driver’s 

License – 69% 
Only Herta was able to find a match 

with Driver’s License of subject 

  

180 images of 
subject vs 

1000 random 
faces including 

single PP 
image of same 

subject 

Passport – 
100% 

(oVio 90R) 
N/A 

Passport – 
69% 

MC – Found the match 100% with 
passport 

C – No data was found 

H – 69% matching success rate 
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About oVio Technologies, Inc. 
 

DYNAMIC 360° IMAGES TRANSFORMING THE WAY WE VIEW SECURITY. 
oVio Technologies, Inc. is revolutionizing current identification 
techniques across multiple private and public sectors. State-of-the-art 
technology for law enforcement, government agencies, HR departments 
and much more. Powered by a patented system that captures hundreds 
of high resolution images compiled into a dynamic 360° video profile, 
oVio360™ digital identification system is a major advance for law 
enforcement, government security, human resources, industrial and 
private security industries and so much more. oVio360™ patented 
software technology and state-of-the-art imaging system is aiming to 
transform how private and public sectors track and catalog criminals, 
inmates, employees, and so much more.  

 
The information contained in this paper is for generalized informational and educational 
purposes only. It is not designed to substitute for, or replace, professional business advice. 
You must not rely on the information in the report as an alternative to professional business 
advice from an appropriately qualified professional.  If you have any specific questions about 
any relevant subject matter, you should consult an appropriately qualified professional. oVio 
Technologies, Inc., does not represent, warrant, undertake or guarantee that the use of 
guidance in the report will lead to any particular outcome or result. The views and opinions 
expressed in this paper represent the opinion of the author(s) and do not necessarily 
represent the views or opinions of oVio Technologies, Inc.  
 
Copyright © 2019 oVio Technologies, Inc. All rights reserved. 

Contact 
 
Address 
oVio Technologies, Inc. 
20241 SW Birch, Suite 201 
Newport Beach, CA 92660 
 
Phone 
949-222-0260 
 
Corporate Website 
https://ovio360.com 
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